In this paper, a semi-local convergence analysis of the Gauss-Newton method for convex composite optimization is presented using the concept of quasi-regularity in order to approximate fixed points in optimization. Our convergence analysis is presented first under the L-average Lipschitz and then under generalized convex majorant conditions. The results extend the applicability of the Gauss-Newton method under the same computational cost as in earlier studies such as Li and Ng (SIAM J.
Introduction
In this paper, we are concerned with the convex composite optimizations problem. Many problems in mathematical programming such as convex inclusion problems, minimax problems, penalization methods, goal programming problems, constrained optimization problems, and other problems can be formulated like composite optimization problems (see, for example, [-]).
Recently, in the elegant study by Li and Ng [] , the notion of quasi-regularity for x  ∈ R l with respect to inclusion the problem was used. This notion generalizes the case of regularity studied in the seminal paper by Burke In this paper, we present a convergence analysis of the Gauss-Newton method (GNM) (see the method (GNA) in Section ). In [] , the convergence of the method (GNA) is based on the generalized Lipschitz conditions inaugurated by Wang [, ] (to be precise in Section ). In [], we presented a finer convergence analysis in the setting of Banach spaces than in [-] for the method (GNM) with the advantages (A): tighter error estimates on the distances involved and the information on the location of the solution is at least as precise. These advantages were obtained (under the same computational cost) using the same or weaker hypotheses. Here, we provide the same advantages (A) but for the method (GNA).
The rest of the study is organized as follows: Section  contains the notions of generalized Lipschitz conditions and the majorizing sequences for the method (GNA). In order for us to make the paper as self-contained as possible, the notion of quasi-regularity is re-introduced (see, for example, [] ) in Section . Semi-local convergence analysis of the method (GNA) using L-average conditions is presented in Section . In Section , some convex majorant conditions are used for the semi-local convergence of the method (GNA).
Generalized Lipschitz conditions and majorizing sequences
The purpose of this paper is to study the convex composite optimization problem:
where h :
The study of the problem (.) is very important. On the other hand, the study of the problem (.) provides a unified framework for the development and analysis of algorithmic method and on the other hand it is a powerful tool for the study of first-and secondorder optimality conditions in constrained optimality (see, for example, [-]).
We assume that the minimum h min of the function h is attained. The problem (.) is related to the following:
is the set of all minimum points of h. A semi-local convergence analysis for the Gauss-Newton method (GNM) was presented using the popular algorithm (see, for example, [, , ]):
Let also x  ∈ R l be given. Having x  , x  , . . . , x k (k ≥ ), determine x k+ by the following.
Here, d(x, W ) denotes the distance from x to W in the finite dimensional Banach space containing W . Note that the set D (x) (x ∈ R l ) is nonempty and is the solution of the following convex optimization problem: 
Remark . It follows from (.) and (.) that, if G satisfies the L-average condition, then it satisfies the center L-Lipschitz condition, but not necessarily vice versa. We have 
for each t ≥  and a majorizing sequence {t α,n } by
for each n ≥ . The sequence {t α,n } was used in [] as a majorizing sequence for {x n } generated by the algorithm (GNA).
The sequence {t α,n } can also be written, equivalently, for each n ≥  and t α, =  as
where
From now on, we show how our convergence analysis for the algorithm (GNA) is finer than the one in [] . Define a supplementary majorizing function ψ α, on [, +∞) by
for each t ≥  and the corresponding majorizing sequence {s α,n } by
for each ≥ , where β α,n is defined as α α,n with s α,n- , s α,n replacing t α,n- , t α,n , respectively. The results concerning {t α,n } are already in the literature (see, for example, [, , ]), whereas the corresponding ones for the sequence {s α,n } can be derived in an analogous way by simply using ψ α, instead of ψ α .
First, we need some auxiliary results for the properties of functions ψ α , ψ α, and the relationship between sequences {s α,n } and {t α,n }. The proofs of the next four lemmas involving the ψ α function can be found in [] , whereas the proofs for the function ψ α, are analogously obtained by simply replacing L by L  .
Let
Clearly, we have
In view of (.), (.), and (.), we get
the following assertions hold: () ψ α is strictly decreasing on [, r α ] and strictly increasing on
Moreover, if η < b α , then ψ α has two zeros, denoted by r α and r α , such that
and, if η = b α , then ψ α has an unique zero r α = r α in (η, ∞); ψ α, has two zeros, denoted by r α, and r α, , such that 
Then the following assertions hold:
The function α → r α is strictly increasing on I(η), where
() The function α → r α, is strictly increasing on I(η).
for all t ≥  and
for all t ≥ . Then the functions χ and χ  are increasing on [, ∞).
Lemma . Define the function
Next, we show that the sequence {s α,n } is tighter than {t α,n }.
Lemma . Suppose that the hypotheses of Lemma . hold and the sequences {s α,n }, {t α,n } are well defined for each n ≥ . Then the following assertions hold: for all n ≥ ,
and
Moreover, if the strict inequality holds in (.), so does in (.) and (.) for all n > . Proof First, we show, using induction, that (.) and (.) are satisfied for each n ≥ . These estimates hold true for n = ,  since s α, = t α, =  and s α, = t α, = η. Using (.), (.), and (.) for n = , we have
for each s ≤ t. Hence the estimate (.) holds true for n = , ,  and (.) holds true for n = , . Suppose that
for each m = , , , . . . , k +  and
for each m = , , , . . . , k. Then we have
The induction for (.) and (.) is complete. 
Background on regularities
In order for us to make the study as self-contained as possible, we mention some concepts and results on regularities which can be found in [] (see, also, [, , , , -]).
For a set-valued mapping T : R l ⇒ R m and for a set A in R l or R m , we denote by
Tx,
Consider the inclusion
where C is a closed convex set in R m . Let x ∈ R l and 
is an 'error bound' in determining how for the origin is away from the solution set of the inclusion (.).
() x  is called a regular point of the inclusion (.) if
Proposition . (see []) Let x  be a regular point of (.). Then there are constants R >  and β >  such that (.) holds for R and β(·) = β. Therefore, x  is a quasi-regular point with the quasi-regular radius R x  ≥ R and the quasi-regular bound function
β x  ≤ β on [, R].
Remark . () D(x) can be considered as the solution set of the linearized problem associated to (.)
is the set of all minimum points of h and there exists d  ∈ D(x) with d  ≤ , then d  ∈ D (x) and, for each d ∈ R l , we have the following equivalence: 
for each t ∈ [, R x  ). All the function β ∈ B R (x  ) with lim t→R -β(t) < +∞ can be extended to an element of B R x  (x  ) and we have
for each t ∈ [, R). Here, R x  and β x  are called the quasi-regular radius and the quasiregular function of the quasi-regular point x  , respectively. Tx : x ≤  .
If T < ∞, we say that T is normed.
() For two convex set-valued mappings T and S : R l ⇒ R m , addition and multiplication are defined by
for all x ∈ R l and λ ∈ R, respectively.
for all d ∈ R l and its inverse by
Note that, if C is a cone, then T x is convex. For any
satisfies the Robinson condition (.). Then we have the following assertions:
The following proposition shows that the condition (.) implies that x  is regular point of (.). Using the center L  -average Lipschitz condition, we also estimate in Proposition . the quasi-regular bound function. The proof is given in an analogous way to the corresponding result in [] by simply using L  instead of L.
Proposition . Let C be a closed convex cone in R
m , x  ∈ R l , and define T x  as in (.).
Suppose that x  satisfies the Robinson condition (.). Then we have the following assertions:
Then the quasi-regular radius R x  , the quasi-regular bound function 
Semi-local convergence analysis for (GNA)
Assume that the set C satisfies (.). Let x  ∈ R l be a quasi-regular point of (.) with the quasi-regular radius R x  and the quasi-regular bound function β x  (i.e., see (.)). Let ξ ∈ [, +∞) and let 
Then the sequence {x n } generated by (GNA) is well defined, remains in U(x  , s α ) for all n ≥  and converges to some x such that F(x ) ∈ C. Moreover, the following estimates hold: for each n ≥ ,
Proof By (.), (.), and Lemma ., we have
Using the quasi-regularity property of x  , we have
for all x ∈ U(x  , R). First, we prove that the following assertion holds.
(T ) (.) holds for all n ≤ k - ⇒ (.) and (.) hold for all n ≤ k.
Denote by
We have also
Now, we prove that
We show the first inequality in (.). We denote by A k = x k- -x  and B k = x k -x k- . We have the following identity:
Then, by the L-average condition on U(x  , s α ), (.) for n = k - and (.)-(.), we get
For simplicity, we denote α,k := s α,k -s α,k- . By (.) for n = k and Lemma ., we have in turn
Thus we deduce that
Using (.) and (.), we obtain
Note that α ≥ α  (R). By (.), we have
By (.), (.)-(.), we deduce that the first inequality in (.) holds. The second inequality of (.) follows from (.). Moreover, by (.) and Lemma ., we have
Hence {r α,n } and {s α,n } are the tighter majorizing sequences for {x n } than {t α,n } used by Li 
The sequence {r α,n } converges provided that (see, for example,
and the sequence {r α,n } converges if (see, for example,
where 
General majorant conditions
In this section, we provide a semilocal convergence analysis for (GNA) using more general majorant conditions than (.) and (.). 
for all x ∈ U(x  , r); for all t ∈ [, r] holds in general and
